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Global Opportunities Strategy

Market Overview

the quarter as macro-economic concerns in Europe and China

The MSCI World Index returned -2.05% (0.93% in local

weighed on sentiment and equity valuations.

currency terms) during the quarter, and the MSCI All Country
European shares underperformed global developed markets in

World Index (ACWI) returned -2.20%. The global convertible

the period, with the MSCI Europe Index returning -6.98% for

market also declined, with the BofA Merrill Lynch Global

the quarter. Responding to fears of deceleration in the Europe’s

300 Convertible Index (G300) returning -2.87%. Within the

economic recovery, the European Central Bank announced a

MSCI ACWI, eight out of ten sectors posted negative returns.

stimulus package designed to jumpstart the faltering economy

Health care (+3.71%) and information technology (+2.34%)

and prevent deflation. Additionally, in an effort to prevent

were the only sectors to advance, while telecommunication

Europe from slipping further into economic stagnation, finance

services (-0.61%) modestly negative. Energy (-9.14%), materials

ministers voted to inject large amounts of capital into regional

(-6.76%) and utilities (-4.80%) lagged the most.

infrastructure projects.
Developed market equities. Supported by strong economic
After a strong second quarter, Japanese equities experienced

data (such as auto sales and factory new orders) and

a pullback with the MSCI Japan Index returning -2.19% for the

accommodative Fed policy, the U.S. equity market

quarter. Japanese officials continue to express confidence that

outperformed other developed markets on the whole,

the initiatives they’ve instituted are resulting in an economic

returning 1.13%, as measured by the S&P 500 Index. Against

recovery, although recent data illustrates that wage growth,

a backdrop of moderate U.S. economic growth, contained

housing, consumer spending and industrial production have

inflation and concerns over weakening global growth, the Fed

weakened. The April consumption tax increase and skepticism

appeared in no rush to increase interest rates. Despite these

surrounding the labor market and structural reforms also have

positives, U.S. stocks were not immune from pressure late in

weighed on economic growth.
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Standing out due to its positive momentum, India was

FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE VERSUS
THE MSCI ACWI INDEX
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billion in new convertibles were issued globally, of which
$13.8 billion came from the U.S. This brought total global
2014 issuance to $73.2 billion, with $34.7 billion from the
U.S. Both U.S. and global issuance are on pace to exceed
last year’s issuance totals.

Emerging market equities. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index
returned -3.36% for the quarter. Despite recovering from

All major regions within the G300 Index declined during

the April-May “taper tantrum,” emerging markets (EMs)

the period, reflecting widespread weakness in valuations.

sold off late in the quarter amid concerns over a stronger

While spreads widened modestly during the quarter and led

U.S. dollar, the prospect of higher interest rates, and

to somewhat cheaper convertible valuations, the underlying

escalating geopolitical tensions. China stepped up targeted

weakness in equity prices contributed to the weakness in

monetary policy and fiscal stimulus to support economic

convertible’s valuations. U.S. and Canadian convertibles

growth, in reaction to weaker consumer spending and

outperformed on a relative basis. European convertibles

manufacturing data. Chinese consumer inflation continued

fell, mirroring weakness in European shares versus other

to ease, but factory production numbers came in below

developed markets. Asia/Pacific ex Japan convertibles

expectations. Hong Kong’s pro-democracy demonstrations

outperformed the G300 index and Japanese convertibles

reflected deep-rooted tensions with respect to political

returned -5.15%, underperforming Japanese equities.

representation and contributed to bouts of higher market
volatility late in the quarter.

From a credit quality perspective, speculative-grade
convertibles outperformed investment-grade convertibles

Reflecting mixed conditions in Latin America, Brazil’s

issues over the quarter, although both segments of the

markets declined significantly on weaker economic growth

market declined. A key factor in this underperformance

and jobs data ahead of October’s presidential election,

for investment grade issues is the relatively higher equity

while Mexico’s economy benefited from the strong North

sensitivity.

American recovery with retail sales rising to the highest
level this year.
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All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page seven for additional information.
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Strategy Performance Review

developed-country-domiciled businesses with strong export

During the quarter, the areas that had the most significant

franchises and established local brands within the emerging

impact on performance included:

markets, we continue to find compelling growth opportunities.
We are paying very close attention to relative valuations to

Materials. An underweight position and stronger security
selection within the materials sector contributed favorably to

ensure we aren’t overpaying for growth and EM revenue
exposures.

relative returns. In particular, an underweight (0%) position
in steel manufacturers was a leading contributor to returns.

Geographic. While the portfolio’s country and regional

Reflecting our more constructive market outlook, low global

positioning largely results from our security selection process,

inflation, and weak commodity prices, particularly within iron

the investment team factors country- and region-specific risks

ore and precious metals, we have positioned the portfolio

and growth considerations into its decision making. During the

toward secular growth-oriented sectors and avoided more

quarter, the portfolio benefited from better relative selection

capitally intensive, cyclical areas such as materials.

within Europe and Japan, while relative selection and an
underweight to the U.S. and security selection within Taiwan

Telecommunication Services. While not a large allocation for the

detracted value.

portfolio, our security selection within telecommunication
services added value during the quarter. Specifically, selection

The portfolio’s EM exposure was approximately 13% at the

within the wireless telecommunication services industry

end of the quarter, a marginal decrease over the previous

contributed positively.

quarter. The weighting in EMs and selection within the region
was a net negative for the quarter, primarily due to security

Information Technology. On the negative side, security selection

selection in emerging Asia.

within information technology detracted the most value
during the third quarter. The portfolio’s overweight within the

Over the past year, a key topic of discussion for our investment

semiconductor industry hampered returns. Overall, we remain

team has been the potential impact of a strengthening U.S.

constructive on the technology sector due to its strong growth

dollar on various sectors and geographic regions. We are

profile, high quality cash flow, and potential from increased

particularly focused on the ramifications of a strong dollar on

capital spending. We continue to favor industries driving

emerging markets, both at a macro level and security-specific

productivity improvements, such as automation and robotics,

level for key holdings. We believe that the sovereign balance

and cloud-based/big data analytics.

sheets throughout EMs are much better positioned than they
were nearly two decades ago when the Asian financial crisis

Consumer Staples. Security selection within consumer staples
hindered performance during the quarter, as an overweight
and security selection within the packaged foods and meats
industry underperformed. Within the sector, we seek to

occurred. Compared to the late 1990s, when EMs struggled
under the weight of dollar-denominated debt, today many EMs
have markedly lower leverage ratios and more of their debt is
denominated in local currencies.

identify well-run growth companies that can capitalize upon
the growth of a middle class in developing countries. In both
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FIGURE 3. SECTOR ALLOCATIONS VERSUS THE MSCI ACWI INDEX
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This strategy is actively managed. Holdings, weightings and allocations are subject to change daily. Sector weightings exclude cash or cash equivalents, any government/sovereign bonds or broad
based index hedging securities/options the portfolio may hold.

FIGURE 4. COUNTRY WEIGHTS VERSUS THE MSCI ACWI INDEX
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The representative portfolio information described in both charts above represents a representative account managed in the Global Opportunities strategy. Other clients’
portfolios may differ mainly due to individual restrictions and timing of purchases and sales. All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio.
Please see page seven for additional information.

However, we are increasingly concerned about some of the

strength and quality provide us with a considerable advantage,

large conglomerates that have led industry consolidation

particularly in regard to EM-domiciled companies.

throughout the ASEAN region over the past several years.
In some cases, these companies are shouldering large
debt burdens, which are large relative to their economies.
Additionally, in many cases these debt balances are U.S. dollar
denominated, which increases the default risk in a strong
U.S. dollar regime. In this environment, we believe that our
capital structure research approach and focus on balance sheet

4

As we have since the inception of this strategy, we continue to
position the portfolio with the goal of achieving the majority of
the global equity market’s upside, while protecting capital from
downside volatility and capital loss. Although convertibles may
lag in some environments, we believe that pairing convertibles
and equity allows us to construct a portfolio that can provide

All portfolio positioning and sector information is for a representative portfolio. Please see page seven for additional information.
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equity-like returns with significantly less volatility and equity

Outlook

beta over full market cycles.

We maintain our conviction in higher-quality, global growth
businesses. In our view, valuations are attractive across a

Based on concern about the broad impacts of a strengthening
U.S. dollar, we’ve focused our country exposures (through
security selection) on commodity-consuming countries, versus
commodity-producing countries. We believe a stronger dollar
will contribute to further secular weakness in commodity prices,
which ultimately will have negative impact on exporters of
minerals and commodities. We are also favoring countries and
companies that are exporting to the U.S. Countries such as
Mexico, India, Korea, and Taiwan have historically performed
well during previous periods of dollar strength.
We maintain a preference for countries that are undergoing
structural reforms, viewing such economic initiatives as

number of regions and sectors. No economic recovery occurs
without some bumps along the way, and we believe the
global economic recovery is still largely intact despite recent
volatility. Further, based on historical research, we anticipate
the outperformance of growth stocks over value stocks as
the global economic recovery advances. At the same time, we
remain mindful of risk and our valuations discipline. We are
cognizant of the potential impact of an eventual rise in interest
rates on the higher long-term growth, longer-duration equities,
which we generally favor. Given this backdrop and macroeconomic perspective, we remain confident that this portfolio is
well positioned in this environment.

providing a catalyst for sustainable growth. We are also tilting
the portfolio toward companies benefiting from the growth of
EMs, particularly within technology, consumer, health care and
industrials.
From a sector standpoint, key changes to the portfolio over the
quarter included:
Consumer Staples. We increased the portfolio’s allocation to the
consumer staples sector, reflecting bottom-up opportunities to
increase the portfolio’s holdings in stable growth areas.
Information Technology. We decreased the portfolio’s allocation
to the information technology sector, trimming select holdings
which significantly appreciated in value during recent months.
Information technology remains an area of conviction and our
largest overweight.
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Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. Portfolios are managed according to their respective strategies
which may differ significantly in terms of security holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocation from those of the benchmark(s).
Portfolio performance, characteristics and volatility may differ from the benchmark(s) shown. There is no guarantee that the
investment goals/objectives will be met. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index.
The information portrayed is for Calamos Global Opportunities Composite and as such only relate to the representative portfolio shown.
Representative holdings and portfolio characteristics are specific only to the portfolio shown at that point in time. Other portfolios will vary
in composition, characteristics, and will experience different investment results. The representative portfolio shown has been selected by the
advisor based on account characteristics that the advisor feels accurately represents the investment strategy as a whole.
The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic conditions
and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be considered
investment advice.
Performance returns presented reflect, unless otherwise noted the Calamos Global Opportunities Composite which is an actively managed
composite primarily investing in a globally diversified portfolio of equity, convertible and fixed-income securities, with equal emphasis on
capital appreciation and current income. The Composite was created February 16, 2006, calculated with an inception date of October 1,
1996 and includes all fully discretionary fee paying accounts, including those no longer with the Firm.
Country Return Statistics: Unless otherwise noted, country equity returns are based on the appropriate MSCI Index for the country listed.
The MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index) is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure
the equity market performance of developed and emerging markets. The index is calculated in both U.S. dollars and local currencies. The
MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity market performance
of emerging markets. The MSCI Europe Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure
the equity market performance of the developed markets in Europe. The MSCI Japan Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization
weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of the developed markets in Japan. The MSCI World Index is
a market capitalization weighted index composed of companies representative of the market structure of developed market countries in
North America, Europe, and the Asia/Pacific Region.
The S&P 500 Index is a market-value weighted index and is widely regarded as the standard for measuring U.S. stock-market performance.
The BofA Merrill Lynch Global 300 Convertible Index (VG00) is a global convertible index composed of companies representative of the
market structure of countries in North America, Europe and the Asia/Pacific region. The indexes are calculated in both U.S. dollars and local
currencies. The BofA Merrill Lynch All Investment Grade U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA1) is comprised of issues of U.S. investment-grade
convertible bonds and preferreds. The BofA Merrill Lynch All Speculative Grade U.S. Convertibles Index (VXA2) is comprised of U.S.
speculative grade convertible bonds and preferreds. Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any and all distributions and, do not

reflect fees, expenses or sales charges. Investors cannot invest
directly in an index.
Fees include the investment advisory fee charge by Calamos Advisors LLC. Returns greater than 12 months are annualized. Chart
Data Sources: Calamos Advisors LLC.
Average annual total return measures net investment income and
capital gain or loss from portfolio investments as an annualized
average assuming reinvestment of dividends and capital gains
distributions.
Calamos Advisors LLC is a federally registered investment advisor.
Form ADV Part 2A, which provides background information
about the firm and its business practices, is available upon written
request to:
Calamos Advisors LLC
2020 Calamos Court
Naperville, IL 60563-2787
Attn: Compliance Officer
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